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BCV President Col Flanagan with The Victorian Team Carers holding the ANBC Shield in Penrith
Victorian Flag!
Best Normal Grey and “Best Bird in Show” 2018 Young Bird State Champ. Show
Bred by: Martin Paoli
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Presidents Report:
Congratulations Victoria, on a fantastic Victory at the 2018 ANBC
Nationals. I would like to acknowledge the work of all BCV members in
the lead up to the Nationals and the Young Bird Championship show and
the work undertaken at your own club selection nights. Many hours go
into Club, State & National Level Competitions and the Hobby is a better
place for all your work and dedication. Thank you.
I would particularly like to thank Bruce Wilson, Phil Hoadley, James Bader and Greg Rowe our show carers for a fine job ensuring our birds were
in top condition. Many early mornings and long hours are required in the role of carer and we
commend the work and commitment of Bruce, Phil, James and Greg for undertaking this duty.
Like you, I am committed to our Hobby and have been working with councillors to see growth
and sustainability for the future of the BCV.
The reality is the current Council inherited an Annual Loss—it had been losing every year for
a period of ten years. Whether you are manging a household budget or a business, we all
understand that you cannot handle these losses before you have serious financial challenges
ahead. This is where we were at and identifying where losses were coming from and finding
solutions to increase cash flow and to stop haemorrhaging money was our first priority.
In response, we introduced the Presidents’ and Secretaries’ Meetings to ensure
communication was open between the BCV and local clubs. It is vitally important if a
President or Secretary cannot attend these meetings that a delegate be sent to provide input
and who can report back at your next Club Meeting. These meetings, Budgie News and the
Webpage are important channels of communication.
Invitations were announced at the second Presidents’ and Secretaries meeting to all and
specifically targeted members to address the challenges faced. Many people were invited to
attend two extra Council Meeting in December and January of 2016 / 2017 to specifically
strategize the requirements and map the processes out. Unfortunately many of the people who
were invited were unable to attend for various reasons.
The priorities identified at this meeting were to:
Stop the loss every year that had been documented by several people
Retain the National show, 3 State Championship Competitions and Budgie News
Most importantly to build membership back to historic levels.
The main issue was that membership had dropped dramatically over many years. In 1956
there were 2050 Members, in 1978 there were 900, in 1991 there were 700, in 1998 there were
508, in 2000 there were 451 and in 2016 there were 374. (Historical Numbers are from Leigh
Downey’s BCV History Document) This relates to a dramatic and continuous fall in
membership fees to just $12,000 in 2017. It is coming up to Victoria’s turn to host the National show at an approximate cost of $100,000. Solutions had to be found.
Stage 2 was looking for solutions. The Presidents’ & Secretaries’ meetings were used to
communicate and seek feedback on every initiative prior to them being approved by council.
These initiatives included Budgie News being made available electronically, 2% buyers premium at auctions and a new venue for State Championship Shows.
It is important to note the cost of printing Budgie News, Team Carers Expenses & Public
Liability was equal to the membership fees raised (374 Members equates to $18,700, Budgie
News cost $12000, Team Carers $3,500 and Public Liability $1800).
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Presidents Report:
Once these expenses were covered our 3 major shows were in jeopardy. There just was not
enough money to keep these shows going at the rate that money was being lost.
Let’s look at the key financial initiatives introduced to build funds and help support the hobby
into the future:
1. Offer Budgie News electronically (cost neutral)
2. Introduce a 2% buyers’ premium at auctions (revenue stream)
3. Search for sponsorship for shows and website advertising (revenue stream)
4. Identify a list of Sponsorship Opportunities going forward (future revenue streams)
I personally would prefer a hard copy of Budgie News in my hand. It is worth noting we are
not the only Organisation or Publication that is unable to afford the costs of printing in order
to keep an organisation solvent. This appears to be a reality of the electronic age.
A quick snap shot of financial initiatives:
The 2% buyers’ premium. The first auction this year at Eastern showed that 48% of buyers
were from interstate paying 60% of the premium. That means interstate buyers are also supporting the hobby in Victoria.
Sponsorship for shows. The last three State Championships have been sponsored at $1,500
per show - that is $4,500 in of funds not previously available.
Sponsorship opportunities. Council has completed a list of Sponsorship Targets and are
working towards achieving these. A second staging trailer has been fully Sponsored. This is
an asset now available to new clubs and was cost neutral to the BCV. The BCV now has two
trailers providing the mobility to set up the Championship Shows whilst supporting new
clubs by removing the cost burden of purchasing staging.
Other mechanism’s being introduced to support each club include council developing a
Marketing Plan to increase membership. The key elements include:
1. Opening the championship shows to the public, and commence advertising programs
2. Develop editorial for local print and broadcast media (newspapers, television and radio)
that invite attendees to local club meetings and events
3. Develop annual training programs that clubs can access from a dedicated area on the BCV
website.
To increase membership the old venue was felt to be in-appropriate to open to the public to
display and attract new members. The female toilets were not in good condition, there was no
auditorium to hold panel discussions, Presidents’ & Secretaries’ meetings and Presentations.
Just as important was providing adequate facilities for the Trade Stands and Canteen. At the
old venue they were located outside and exposed to the weather.
During this time we were also advocating on behalf of the hobby in the face of the new
Puppy Farm legislation. In its original form it would have treated every backyard breeder the
same as a pet shop. This would have had massive ramifications for the BCV when trying to
grow membership. The BCV attended many meetings with Government officials & Lobbied
on behalf of the hobby and we have negotiated a positive outcome in the face of some
opposition. I would like to thank James Smith for his work & support in advocating and
supporting the hobby and for your ability to breed and sell birds in Victoria. The BCV has
become the first recognised Bird Organisation in Victoria with our own code of Practice.
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Presidents Report:
To improve communication and access to information the old BCV Website was replaced
with a new updated version. The new website has been much better utilised by increasing
reference materials such as guidelines for Animal Welfare, Bird Auctions, Working with
Children, Bio Security Documentation etc. It was important to establish the foundations
needed to improve the Animal Welfare aspects for Budgerigars and many documents were
created and put up on the BCV Website. Other initiatives included an interactive BCV
Facebook page.
I understand there has been negative criticism from some quarters and I hope this will help
you to better understand Council’s decision-making process and the channels for
communication and feedback that have always been open.
We are open to suggestions on how we can improve the financial position of the BCV and
our goal to double membership. I urge you to discuss these matters at your club meetings in
search of new initiatives and to email these ideas and how they can be achieved to the BCV
Secretary. In order to build membership and secure a prosperous future we have a greater
chance of success working together. I would like to thank all Members and Friends of the
BCV, Councillors and Judges for their dedication and commitment to the hobby.
President
Col Flanagan

Advertising Rates from Jan 2018
Magazine
Full Page $140 Per Issue
Half Page $80 Per Issue
1/4 Page $40 Per Issue
Web Page
Auction Catalogue (Club) - $70.00 Per Auction
Auction Catalogue (Sell-Out) - $140 Per Auction

Mario The Cage Man

Cages suitable for Breeding Budgies
& Suitable for Young Birds
BIRDS ALWAYS WANTED TO BUY
For more information call Mario

PH: 0416 929 344
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The Budgerigar Council of Victoria
Proudly Presents:-

The UBC State Championship
Show
Come along and see the best
Budgerigars in the State!
See the Victorian Budgerigar Clubs
Competing for
“The Harold Heath UBC Shield”
Venue:
Carwatha College
43 - 81 Browns Road
Noble Park North VIC 3174

Sunday, 9th September, 2017
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ANNUAL UBC Show

Sunday, 23rd SEPTEMBER, 2018
Lifestyle Pavilion
Geelong Showgrounds

Judges—TBA
Show Enquiries to Rex Stephens 0412 520 469
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 21st & 22nd September 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: spotonrex01@bigpond.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry form or 0412 520 469
Late Entries to 9.30am on the day
$1 per bird with NO MAX CHARGE

South West Victoria Annual UBC Show
Saturday, 27th OCTOBER, 2018

Fonterra Community Hall
Drummond Street, DENNINGTON
Judges — TBA
Show Enquiries to - Tim Patterson 0412 520 469
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 25th & 26th October 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: timbo_pat@outlook.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry form.
or
Phone:– 0424 978 568
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Normal Grey Cock - Best in Show
at the 2018 Young Bird State Championship Show.
Breeder: Martin Paoli
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Report on 2018 Young Bird State Championship
Beginner & Intermediate Awards
Now that the special Beginner and Intermediate Exhibitors Sections at the BCV State
Championship shows have become entrenched as part of our wonderful show it is great to see the
quality of birds and the development of some future Champion breeders. The organization of
Club / Exhibitor understanding of how this tricky process works has now been bedded down with
much better results for all.
Clubs are now understanding the requirements of this new part of the entry process but still need
to ensure compliance to make the process efficient and avoid any issues with
Beginner / Intermediate Exhibitors potentially missing out on awards. Remember that if the
Beginner / Intermediate birds are in the club selected 3 birds then no additional entry is required
but don’t forget to identify these birds as Beginner or Intermediate exhibitor birds to ensure that
they are included in the special awards. We still had one exhibitor not be included in the awards
for this show which was a great shame.
Out of the total of 1108 birds at the Young Bird State Championship Show there were 144
Beginner birds entered and 224 Intermediate birds entered. This was a fantastic achievement and
based on the excitement and energy shown by these exhibitors the BCV will continue to support
this great initiative.
It is great to see some new names appearing on the Best in Show / Reserve in Show for the
Beginner / Intermediate awards and it shows that we have many aspiring future Open and
Champion Section Exhibitors climbing up the ranks!
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Eastern Districts Annual Show
Sunday, 28th OCTOBER, 2018

Bedford Park Youth Hall
Rosewarne Lane, East Ringwood VIC
Judges — TBA
Show Enquiries to - Robert Dagg 0409 652 962
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 26th & 27th October 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: robertdagg1@hotmail.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry
form. or
Phone:– 0409 652 962
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Thinking Outside the Breeding Box
Building membership is one of the most important questions facing clubs and budgerigar
organisations today. We live in a very different world than 50 years ago: backyards are
disappearing, our population is growing and social media and digital games occupy the time
of young people more and more. There are three things we can do about it: complain,
blame or look for solutions to sustain the hobby. In a changing world, business as usual
won’t get us to where we need to go. Enter Amanda Fonti.

Amanda has been breeding budgerigars for the past 6 years. She started out babysitting the
birds of someone she knew and from there fell in love with budgerigars and started breeding
her own. During the last six years, she has won Best Recessive Pied and Best Dark Eyed
Clear at the 2018 Young Bird State Championship, represented Victoria at the ANBC 2018
Nationals where she placed 4th in the Dark Eyed Clear ASC and 8th in the Recessive Pied
ASC ASV classes. She has also taken on the role of secretary for the Melton Budgerigar
Club. I caught up with Amanda at the ANBC Nationals in Penrith for a coffee and to talk
about fundraising, membership and her ideas about the hobby.
Every year Amanda and her husband do something for the Royal Children’s Hospital. Two
years ago, they had a bet to see who could raise the most money for their favourite charity.
Because Amanda’s husband is into racing pigeons, she tells us “He did an online auction for
pigeons and I did one for budgies. We put the bet on Facebook and a few of my budgie
friends jumped on board and said, count me in.” In the first year, Amanda raised $25,000
and in the two years combined has raised over $35,000 for the Royal Children’s Hospital
(RCH). The contribution to the auction wasn’t just from Victoria but from all around
Australia. Amanda tells us that breeders and buyers came from across the country to help
make the online auction a success.
The Royal Children’s Hospital has sent Amanda letters saying they are amazed that budgies
can raise so much money. Amanda tells us, “They [RCH] think of budgies as being little
birds you buy for $20 at a pet shop. They see birds going for $500 and $600 and ask how
can a budgie be worth so much money?” All the money raised is paid directly into the Royal
Children’s Hospital account and they send receipts to buyers which is great for Amanda, “I
don’t have to deal with the money side of it and can work on all the book work and putting
the auction online and organising freight and things like that.” The Royal Children’s are
also on the Facebook page Amanda has created and it has definitely been a talking point for
staff and patients at the hospital.
Something unexpected has come out of the online auctions. “I’ve had quite a few people
contacting me and asking about the hobby. Last year we had 8-10 new member enquiries
that came from the online budgie group and we put them in touch with the club in their local
area.” Amanda’s positive approach has helped the hobby do something good for society and
in Amanda’s own words, “We are doing something for the community and we are also promoting the hobby in a positive way.”
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Amanda has found a way to make a
difference in the lives of children and families
who face life threatening illness and invasive
procedures every day and she has also
introduced the hospital to the bird we all love.
I worked in the Emergency department at the
Children’s Hospital for 4 years and know that
every dollar raised for the Kids makes a big
difference. The hospital has an enclosure for
meerkats and an impressive two storey aquarium with sharks, eels and a collection of tropical fish. Maybe one day an aviary of budgerigars might be found at the hospital to help the
kids on their road to recovery.
If you want to help the Royal Children’s Hospital and be a part of the Online Budgie
Auction please contact Amanda Fonti on 0414 011 930 or visit Online Budgie Auctions on
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1701003096855466/ and become a
member today.
Matt Emond
Councilor - Budgerigar Council of Victoria

HAVE YOU CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? If the Answer is yes please notify
James Smith on 0412 488 777 or email budgeman77@hotmail.com
THIS IS ESSENTIAL TO ENSURE DELIVERY OF BUDGIE NEWS
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2018 ANBC SHIELD SUCCESS
With
Col Flanagan Greg Rowe Bruce Wilson Phil Hoadley James Bader

2018 ANBC Judges - Penrith, NSW
Gary Gazzard

Kevin O’Callaghan
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Calendar for the Remainder of 2018
GIPPSLAND AUCTION:
Sun. 5th Aug
Yarragon Public Hall, YARRAGON

Contact: Andrew Whannell – 0408 063 558

UNITED AUCTION:
Sun. 19THAug
Contact: Brian Reynolds – 0448 654 607
North Lalor Secondary College Hall, Childs Road, EPPING 3076
UBC STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Sun. 9th Sept
Contact: Rod Turnbull – 9775 6720
Carwatha College, 42-81 Browns Road, Noble Park, VIC, 3174 Melway Ref 80 J 6
GEELONG UBC:
Sun. 23th Sept
Lifestyle Pavilion Geelong Showgrounds

Contact: Josh Hillman - 0448 162 077

UNITED UBC:
Sat. 13th Oct
Scout Hall, Irvine Road, Ivanhoe

Contact: Brian Reynolds – 0448 654 607

GOULBURN VALLEY:
Sun. 14th Oct
Congupna Community Hall, Congupna, 3633

Contact: Andrew Collyer – 0439 005 166

STH. WEST VICTORIA:
Sat. 27th Oct
Contact: Tim Patterson – 0424 978 568
Fonterra Community Hall Drummond Street, DENNINGTON.
EASTERN DISTRICTS:
Sun. 28th Oct
Contact: Robert Dagg – 0409 652 962
Bedford Park Youth Hall, Rosewarne Lane, East Ringwood, VIC
Clyde – NEW!!
Sun. 4th Nov
Carwatha College, Noble Park, VIC
WESTERN SUBURBS:
Masonic Hall, WERRIBEE

Contact: Con Herouvim – 0417 277 775

Sun. 11th Nov

Contact: Wayne Cachia – 0412 969 848

COLAC UBC:
Sat. 17thNov
Colac Youth Club Hall, Hearn Street, COLAC.

Contact: Ray Slade - 0429 540 067

Baw Baw: NEW!!
Sun. 18th Nov
Warragul Exhibition Hall, 15 Howitt St, Warragul, VIC

Contact: Darren Macfarlane – 0418 507 379

A Reminder to All Club Presidents & Secretaries
Nominations for your Club Championship / UBC / Auction Dates are due by the
end of September. Please return your nominated dates (3 Choices / Event ) ASAP
to allow the BCV to forward plan 2019.

We really want to have everyones nominated dates to ensure we get the Calendar of
Events out for the next Budgie News to allow all members to plan their Show and
Breeding Seasons.
Thank you—The Budgerigar Council of Victoria
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AGM Financials as at April, 2018
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Comments Re the Financials from the BCV
In answer to some observations made the purchase of a replacement BCV Computer
were made after the BCV Council had voted on a Motion and agreed on the decision.
The decision was based on the fact that Council is committed to continuing the
Budgie News and that the Graphics and file handling requirements of the Computer
would require not just an “average” computer to do the job.
It was also agreed to via a carried Motion that the Computer be written off in the
first year. The BCV is a non for Profit organisation and as such does not come under
the recognized depreciation schedule for Tax Purposes that would normally occur in
regular Business Organizations.
There is also a write off of expense for 100 Show Cages - which have nearly all
been sold and the funds come back this financial year.
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From the Editorial Committee:
If you hear of a great Budgie Story or if you think someone
you know is perfect for an interview suitable to be published
please reach out to us and let us know!
Email: mattemond@yahoo.com.au
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Class:
Green

1

Judge:
C. Mifsud

Steward: S. Meagher

1st Bird: Green hen. Very strong through the shoulder. Nice wide head., long mask
and big spots. Showed at her best after a little work. Congrats to the owner.
2nd Bird: Green cock. Long bird, nice wide head, deep mask and in good condition.
3rd Bird: Green cock. Very nice strong bird. Very good blow in the head. Nice
mask and spots. Placed 3rd due to short flights and condition.
4th Bird: A little behind the first three due to size of head.
5th Bird: Nice bird. Showed very well but a little smaller than the birds in front.
General Comments: Very strong class of greens. Condition played a part. It was a
pleasure to judge. Congratulations to all that had a bird in this class. A thank you
to my steward Simon Meagher for a great job and to the BCV on a great run show.

Class:
2
Grey Green

Judge:
R. Stephens

Steward: K. Brown

1st Bird: Cock bird. Not the biggest bird but he showed perfectly all day and has a
lovely wide face and good mask. Will look its best in about a week.
2nd Bird: A big cock bird that, when he shows he looks great. He is missing some
spots and like the first bird he is about a week away from being in top condition.
3rd Bird:Cock bird. He is in good condition, has lovely big spots and a lovely face.
It showed well and has good deportment.
4th Bird: Hen bird. A lovely hen bird that is in great condition, has a beautiful face
and spots and good directional feather.
5th Bird: Cock bird. This is a very, very nice bird. Big, strong, great spots and very
good feather. Unfortunately he is missing too many fights.
General Comments: A lot of birds were missing flights and tails and had a lot of
pin feathers. Good luck to the birds selected to go to National.

Class: 3
Blue

Judge:
P. Thurn.

Steward: A. May

1st Bird: Amazing sky cock! Power budgie with modern features. Picked himself.
2nd Bird: Unlucky bird today. Sky cock with a great outline. Modern face and
mask. Just lacked the width and impact of the first bird.
3rd Bird: Smaller sky cock with outstanding deportment and lovely active feather.
Could be a bit nervous at times.
4th Bird: Steady sky cock. Did nothing wrong all day. Lacked the depth of mask of
the birds above.
5th Bird: Sky cock. Very little between 4th and 5th. Lovely outline and face. Not as
steady as the other birds.
General Comments: Outstanding class of birds to judge. Depth all the way down
to 30. Thanks to my very patient steward Adam.

Class:
4 Violet

Judge:
C. Flanagan

Steward: L. George

1st Bird: Big shouldered bird. Strong mask and very good colour.
2nd Bird: Very good show bird. Well presented and showed off during the judging.
3rd Bird: Another strong bodied bird. Thick through the shoulder but would not
show.
4th Bird:This bird is a little smaller but never moved and showed to perfection.
5th Bird: The fifth bird was a very long bird although the mask spots are small as if
the wrong spots remained after preparation.
General Comments: Overall the class continues to improve there are a few birds
that fade in body colour from what I would like to see in a “Violet” class.
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Class:
Grey

5

Judge: B. Wilson / G. Mannix

Steward: D. Charlton

1st Bird: Beautiful big cock bird in great condition. Complete bird. Deserving winner.
2nd Bird: Big top half. Cock bird. Not in condition as the winner. A couple more
weeks would have made a difference.
3rd Bird: Cock bird. Great directional feather. A bit smaller than the top 2 birds. In
good condition.
4th Bird: Cock bird. Wide mask. Not as the birds above.
5th Bird: Nice clean cock bird. In very good condition. A little small.
General Comments: Overall some very nice Greys. The top 2 stood out. 2 nd bird
was unlucky not to win. Needed a longer tail and more time to get in condition.
Thanks to Dave Charlton for a great job stewarding.

Class:
6
Y.Face Eng

Judge:
Rod Turnbull

Steward: M. Parr

1st Bird:Yellowface Sky cock. Very powerful bird in top condition with excellent
facial features. Picked himself.
2nd Bird: Yellowface Sky cock. Big strong bird with good spots and mask. Not as
showy and powerful as the winner but a sound second.
3rd Bird:Yellowface Sky cock. Lovely face and cap feather but not as strong in
body as those in front.
4th Bird:Yellowface Sky cock. Another strong bird but not as strong in face as
those ahead. Also had a weak tail.
5th Bird:Yellowface Grey cock. Played up and may have finished higher. Nice face
and top end. Not as strong in body as those ahead.
General Comments: Thanks to Mitch for a great job stewarding for me.A strong
class down to 17 with a few birds down on condition. A good bird with no tail
would have finished 5th.

Class: 7
G.Face Aust

Judge:
Alan Ryder

Steward: K. Osmand

1stBird: Very good Variety Bird with Superior Size and Condition – easy Winner on
the Day!
2ndBird: This bird was unlucky – as good as the 1st placed bird but very unsteady
on the perch which ultimately hurt his chances of winning.
3rdBird: Very good condition however not the modern style we are seeking today.
High secondaries hurt the backline in the show cage.
4thBird: Great condition – but had very poor body colour.
5thBird: Nice typey bird but not enough size for this class.
General Comments: The class exhibited a massive difference in variety, colour
and deportment.

Class: 8
Blackeye

Judge:
Greg Jones

Steward: L. Richardson

1stBird: A nice cock with a strong outline. Very steady on the perch with good
deportment.
2ndBird: Wider in the Cap but bird was more stressed than the winner
3rdBird: A really nice hen carrying not quite the feather of the cocks in front. Best
colour in class
4thBird: A long Bird, well coloured but not as well constituted as the birds in front.
5thBird: Nice bird but out of condition – missing some flights.
General Comments: Some nice birds down to 8th place – hen in 8th missing flights
would have placed much higher. Some issues with condition and missing flights.
Thanks to Lloyd for stepping in to steward for me.
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Class:
Dilute

9

Judge:
J.Orlandi/G.Jones

Steward: R. Hiscock

1stBird: Nice Grey Cock – Strong bird with good outline. Showed Well
2ndBird: Light Green Cock – Softer Feather but not as strong on the perch as the
winner
3rdBird: Sky Blue Hen – Very stylish hen that did not move and showed well all
day. Bit finer than the first two.
4thBird: Dark Green Hen – Nice Feather and a different style to the leading three
5thBird: Sky Blue Cock – A little bit erratic but bit loose in body feather when
showing.
General Comments: This class is developing the budgie feather that we are looking for. Still some variety feather type issues but first 8 birds are quite strong.
Thanks to Richard for Stewarding this class.

Class:
Lutino

10

Judge:
A. Rowe

Steward: A. Fonti

1stBird: An outstanding Lutino – Large Bird with all the right bits. Lovely colour
and good condition
2ndBird: Another outstanding bird – not quiet as good as the winner for colour and
condition.
3rdBird: A hen that didn’t show her best but carried lovely facial features.
4thBird: Another nice hen – lovely directional feather and slightly smaller than the
birds ahead of her.
5thBird: Another great Lutino – a little loose in the vent.
General Comments: A wonderful class of Lutinos = it was a pleasure to judge
these birds. The class was strong down to 15th place. Thanks to my hardworking
steward – Amanda Fonti.

Class:
Albino

11

Judge:
B. Sheppard

Steward: C. Herouvim

1stBird: Super Feathered Cock with Good Variety – didn’t put a foot wrong all day.
2ndBird: Powerful Hen which could have given the first bird a run if she showed
more consistently. Lovely Modern Face
3rdBird: Steady shower but lacked the body impact of the first 2 birds.
4thBird: Lovely cock bird but played up all day otherwise would have been in the
top three.
5thBird: Super feathered bird but just a bit small compared to the birds above it.
General Comments: Class fell away after the top 10. Thanks to my steward Con.

Class:
DEC

12

Judge:
R. Randall/P.Thurn

Steward: S. Zunneberg

1stBird: Lovely feathered bird—great head qualities and modern features through
the top end. Good size and shoulder with a nice mask. A worthy winner.
2ndBird: Similar to the 1st bird only the opposite colour. Very good variety and a
strong bird for this variety. Very little separating the top two birds.
3rdBird: Lovely rich yellow colouring and in terrific condition. Large body size and
shoulder and showed well. Not quite as much head feature as the top two birds.
4thBird: Much the same bird as the 3rd placed hen. Erratic shower and hard to
settle on the perch. However once perched she was worthy of her position.
5thBird: Yellow cock – nice show bird. Long body with good deportment and sat
well throughout the judging. Not the feather of those above him.
General Comments: As good a class of DEC’s I have seen at State level. Top 5
birds in were quite impressive. To the breeders keep up the good work, the results of your efforts are starting to show. Thanks to my steward Sean on a job
well done and to the BCV for the invitation to Judge.
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Class:
13
Clearwing

Judge:
J. Kruisselbrink

Steward: D. Galea

1stBird: Lovely blue cock bird. Good variety and picked himself. Showed well.
Excellent type of bird.
2ndBird: Lovely bird – good variety and showed well but not as strong as the 1st
placed bird.
3rdBird: Again, a nice showy bird with good type.
4thBird: First of the hens – very showy.
5thBird: Blue hen that didn’t have the impact of the birds above but nice variety.
General Comments: Good variety of clearwings = first bird was the absolute stand
out. Great class of birds to judge. Thanks to my Steward Dominic for his assistance.

Class: 14
Greywing

Judge:
Jeff orlandi

Steward: N. Hunt

1stBird: Nice bird that picked himself. Good variety and very good cap feather.
2ndBird: Nice hen with good shoulder and variety!
3rdBird: Green cock with good variety and nice feather. Just a little smaller than
the birds in front.
4thBird: Nice variety blue cock that showed well all day
5thBird: Nice variety grey cock just a bit smaller than the birds in front.
General Comments: Nice class of birds to judge. After the top placings the birds
were down on variety and size.

Class: 15
Cinnamon

Judge:
P. Hoadley

Steward: G. Stagg

1stBird: Strong bird, stood tall with great directional feather, good deep mask and
showed well. Slightly out of condition but strong enough to win!
2ndBird: A bit unlucky on the day. Showed poorly to start with and then came on
strong when the final placings were being done. A little small compared to the
winner – nice blow and good depth of mask.
3rdBird: When this bird showed is quite a nice bird. Good Mask and cap but lacks
a little in spots.
4thBird: A really strong hen – good in shoulder and good directional feather.
Needs some work in preparation.
5thBird: A big bird that showed well – has good features but displayed a split mask
which impacted on the bird achieving a better result.
General Comments: A strong class to judge – some really nice birds right down to
15th place. Thanks to Garry for his help and congratulations to the BCV – great
lighting to judge in and good venue!

Class: 16
DF Spangle

Judge:
M. Randall

Steward: M. O’Connor

1stBird: Lovely yellow Double Factor. Very steady on the perch, lovely buffalo face
with good stance on the perch. Very good show bird.
2ndBird: Very long Double Factor White cock – wings let him down but a great top
end!
3rdBird: Probably one of the best faced birds in the class – just down on size compared to the two above him.
4thBird: Nice yellow cock – not the back skull of the birds in front but a strong bird
just the same
5thBird: Big strong cock – nice solid bird but out of condition on the day.
General Comments: Strong class of Double Factors right down the line. All the
Best to the National birds and thankyou to my steward Michael. Thank you to the
BCV for the opportunity to judge.
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Class:
Opaline

17

Judge:
Martin Paoli

Steward: D. McCahon

1stBird: A beautiful bird in all respects. Strong, power bird with modern features.
Excellent lateral feather, mask and spots with a clean mantle.
2ndBird: Opaline Light Green Cock. Never put a foot wrong. Shame to come up
against the first placed bird.
3rdBird: Powerful Cobalt cock — lovely outline, mask and spots, penalised for
flecking.
4thBird: Strong Cock. Modern but not the strength of birds placed ahead of him.
5thBird: A Grey Green with excellent Shape, shoulder mask, spots and length.
General Comments: An excellent class of Opalines to judge with many good
birds. Thanks to David for his valuable assistance.

Class: 18
Opaline AOSV

Judge:
H. Chasemore

Steward: C. Cabel

1stBird: Grey Green Opaline Cinnamon hen – Strong with excellent cap and mask,
steady on perch with good condition. Congratulations to the owner!
2ndBird: Grey Green Opaline Cinnamon cock – strong cock, excellent width, good
cap feather, mask and spot. Condition and showmanship let him down on the day.
3rdBird: Grey Green Opaline Cinnamon hen. Big strong hen with very good width
of cap, good mask and spot.
4thBird: Sky Opaline Cinnamon Hen – Long hen with excellent directional feather
and mask. Good condition and showed well.
5thBird: Light Green Opaline Cinnamon Hen – strong framed hen – good modern
features.
General Comments: Overall a good class of budgerigars to judge. The first 5-6
picked themselves. The class was predominantly hens. Thanks to Cam Cabel for
stewarding and to the BCV for a great Budgie Day!

Class: 19
Clearbody

Judge:
A. Baxter/D. Ray

Steward: G. Gosbell

1stBird: A very nice Grey Green Cock in perfect condition that showed well all day.
2ndBird: An outstanding Grey Green cock – lovely face but missing several flights
on one wing.
3rdBird: A very neat and tidy sky blue cock that performed all day
4thBird: A large Grey Green Opaline hen - nice head features and steady on the
perch.
5thBird: A very nice Opaline that would have pushed higher if it had showed to its
potential.
General Comments: A large class that featured several quality birds. Overall some
nice birds that are a credit to their breeders. Thanks to Greg Gosbell for his
assistance in stewarding!

Class:
20
Lacewing

Judge:
J. Bader

Steward: O. Haddick

1stBird: Very strong Normal Hen – lovely face & width of face combined with
height above the eye. Strong across the shoulder and showed well all day!
2ndBird: Yellow Opaline Hen – strong bird with good depth of mask & lovely spots.
Strong across the shoulder Nice long bird that showed really well. Top end very
strong but couple of pin feathers in the cap.
3rdBird: Normal Hen – good width, cap feather & back skull. Strong shouldered
bird with good body length. Did play up but started to settle at end of judging.
4thBird: Yellow Opaline Cock – nice strong bird with face, good feather texture
and variety. Solid show bird but condition cost him a spot.
5thBird: Yellow Normal Cock – lovely bird with a very nice face and depth of mask.
He was in excellent condition and gave himself every chance.
General Comments: A strong class of Lacewings with some very handy birds
though out the class. A pleasure to judge and thank you to Owen for a great job
as steward. Again – BCV a great show and keep up the good work!
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Class:
Fallow

21

Judge:
K. Pullen

Steward: H. Kamel

1stBird: Fallow Cock – good directional feather and showed well. Very steady on
the perch and was presented in very good condition.
2ndBird: Fallow Blue Cock – a little out of condition but very good cap feather.
3rdBird: Fallow Yellow Face Cock – Big strong bird who showed well on the day.
4thBird: Fallow Blue Cock – condition was lacking – cap feather untidy. Didn’t
show to his advantage so could not progress in the class.
5thBird: Fallow Cock – very good condition but lacked the feather of the birds
above him.
General Comments: After the top 5 0r 6 the class was very even. There was a
good Fallow Opaline that could not be judged due to his tail. Thanks Hedra for
Stewarding.

Class: 22
Spangle

Judge:
J. Rowe

Steward: D. Toohey

1stBird: Sat in first place all day – excellent variety, deep mask and overall a nice
show bird!
2ndBird: Grey Cock – very square and modern faced bird that was not quite the
depth of mask as the winner.
3rdBird: Grey Green Cock – large bird in good condition but not quite as square in
the face as the two birds placed above him.
4thBird: Sky Cock – large bird who was a little out of condition. He didn’t have the
quality of variety as those above him either.
5thBird: Grey Cock – lovely bird with the modern face. Unfortunately he lacked the
size of the birds above.
General Comments: A good class to judge. There was a very good quality bird
that could not be judged due to having missing flights – in condition could easily
have won the class. The first 8 birds were very strong – the quality did drop away
from that point. Thanks to Damien who did a great job stewarding for me!

Class: 23
Spangle AOSV

Judge:
S. Grech

Steward: J. Freeman

1stBird: Had to work him but when he perched he showed well. Great feather,
shoulder and size. His cap feather was particularly good.
2ndBird: Good feathered bird - only thing that let it down was the flecking it is
carrying. Great shoulder and good spots with good head feather were features.
3rdBird: Lovely bird but not as big as the first two placed birds. Showed well and
in good condition.
4thBird: Great face on the bird but not enough size. Carried lovely feather quality.
5thBird: Nice bird with good shape – unfortunately condition hurt the birds
chances of placing any higher.
General Comments: There were some good birds with some very strong hens.
Thanks to my steward John for a great job!

Class: 24
Dominant Pied

Judge:
M. Turner

Steward: L. Davies

1stBird: Dominant Pied Light Green Cock – This budgie picked himself. Excellent
type, stands well off the perch with a great top end. In Prime condition and never
stopped showing during the judging.
2ndBird: Dominant Pied Sky Blue Cock. Big bird of excellent type, stance &
shoulders. An excellent head but lacked showmanship which cost it on the day.
3rdBird: Dominant Pied Grey Green cock – Good sized bird with great shape and
lovely shaped had with very good feather direction. Carried a little bit of flecking.
4thBird: Dominant Pied Grey Green cock – Very neat showy bird in magnificent
condition. He shows all the time but let himself down with some poor deportment.
5thBird: Dominant Pied Grey cock – very neat show bird with excellent type and
nice head features. Doesn’t blow his head at all otherwise would have finished a
little higher up.
General Comments: Great class of birds – there were good budgies right up to
about 20th position. Thanks to my Steward Les and congratulations to the winners.
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Class: 25
Recessive Pied

Judge:
G. Rowe

Steward: M. Hutt

1stBird: Light Green Cock – lovely size, nice variety and lovely face and mask.
Showed really well during the whole judging process.
2ndBird: Grey Green Cock – Modern face with width of face. Showed well again
and carries a clean cap.
3rdBird: Light Green Cock – not quite the strength of the first two – showed nicely.
4thBird: Yellowface Hen – big bird with a lovely set of spots on a deep mask.
5thBird: Cinnamon Hen – just lovely feather on her and carries lovely spots. Didn’t
show to her best.
General Comments: Overall a strong class of birds down to 15th. Condition played
a part in the placings further down. Thanks to my Steward Michael.

Class: 26
Crest

Judge:
B. Martin

Steward: G. Butler

1stBird: Light Green Cock – just a standout bird. Great variety and picked himself.
Showed well throughout the judging.
2ndBird: Dominant Pied Violet – good variety, strong through the shoulders and
body.
3rdBird: Normal Sky – good variety and body. Good deportment but right foot had
three toes forward during judging.
4thBird: Normal Light Green – long bird that showed well but not as strong as the
first three birds.
5thBird: Spangle Violet Cock – good variety but tended not to stay perched which
let him down. Solid Bird.
General Comments: First three birds were very good variety. Strong in length and
body. Birds 4 to 10 had different features which made these birds evenly placed.
After the 11th bird the class dropped in quality. Thanks to Gary who did a great job
stewarding for me.

Class:
Hens

27

Judge:
I. Hunter

Steward: D. Patterson

1stBird: Light Green – lovely well balanced bird in top condition – didn’t move of
the perch all day. Excellent colour.
2ndBird: Light Green – a top show bird, strong up top with the correct outline. Not
quite as tidy in feather in the bottom end as the winning bird.
3rdBird: Cinnamon sky – a big chook! Really stood out in quality. Outline, consistency and strong shoulder.
4thBird: Opaline Grey Green – a nice hen – all show bird. Strong up the top with a
lovely face and back line.
5thBird: Dark Green. A lovely hen in good condition but had to work her hard to
get her on the perch.
General Comments: Top 15 birds are all quality hens. Condition and showmanship was a problem with some. Thanks to my steward Dylan Patterson. Good luck
with the selected birds for the Nationals.

Class:
28
Whitecap

Judge:
S. Mow

Steward: D. Taylor

1stBird: Sky cock – easy winner on the day. Presented beautifully – great representation of the variety – a nice budgie.
2nd Bird: Best budgerigar in the class – condition let it down on the day. Congratulations to the breeder.
3rdBird: Solid sky cock unfortunately those in front are better. Good breeding bird.
4thBird: Cinnamon Sky Hen – Cinnamon dilutes the variety but a very nice hen.
5thBird: Opaline cock – strong budgie.
General Comments: First few were great – best Ive seen at a State Championship
Show.
This is an improving variety!!

The Whitecap is Points Bearing from the UBC State
Championship Show in September going forward in Victoria!!
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Clyde Budgerigar Club
Inaugural Annual Show
Sunday, 4th NOVEMBER, 2018
Carwatha College
Noble Park
Judges — Col Flanagan, Bruce Sheppard, Julie Kruisselbrink & Derrin
Ray
Show Enquiries to - Tom Karakostas 0415 381 107
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 2nd & 3rd November 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: sariboy1@gmail.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry form. or
Phone:– 0415 381 107

The Show is Proudly Sponsored by Avian Vitality
Avian Vitality Will Be In Attendance at this Show!!

Western Suburbs
Budgerigar Club
Annual Show
(Including UBC’s)

Sunday, 11th NOVEMBER, 2018
Masonic Hall, Werribee
Judges — TBA
Show Enquiries to - Wayne Cachia 0412 969 848 or 03 9749 8199
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 9th & 10th November 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: wsbs@yahoo.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry form. or
Phone:– 0412 969 848 or 03 9749 8199
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Report on 2018 BCV Young Bird
State Championship Show
The 2018 BCV Young Bird State Championship again showcased the best young
budgerigars from many parts of the state. The Young Bird State Championship was a huge
success from setting up on the day to packing up and will be a day to remember. The
Victorian selectors felt that the team selected to represent Victoria at the ANBC National
Championships in Penrith, New South Wales, was relatively strong across a number of
varieties but maybe not as strong as previous years.
A number of exhibitors were worried about the condition of their birds. There were 18
teams and 1108 exhibits shown on the day compared to 1175 last year. This was a little
down in numbers of both birds and clubs for some time - birds being in condition being the
most likely cause. There was still a massive amount of interest in the Show right across the
fancy in Victoria. There was a decrease of 68 entries to last year’s Young Bird State
Championship. With over 1100 young birds on show there were plenty of quality birds to
view. Walking around the hall makes for a magnificent presentation of the best young
budgerigars in the state of Victoria.
With such a large number of birds to be benched it was made much easier with the band of
volunteers who assisted by setting up the staging early on Sunday morning. Many thanks to
those clubs who provided members who assisted with this task that ensured the day started
on time for everybody. A couple of clubs failed to provide volunteers but still a healthy
number arrived. With staging setup needing to be changed on the fly on the Sunday due to
less staging being on hand than anticipated, it all went well in the end. The continuation of
the successful process for the National selection meant that the day ran smoothly with an
earlier than usual finish for our country exhibitors. Thanks to the Judges & Standards
Committee for developing this much more efficient selection of the Victorian team, as it
certainly assisted in making a less stressful and drawn out day.
As can be seen from the following table, the number of exhibits is down on last year but
still up on recent years with over 1100 exhibits entered on the day. This is a very strong
result and shows both the increase in classes and the introduction of the Beginner / Intermediate Awards making more opportunities for exhibitors to participate in the highlight of our
Show Calendar. The table shows that this year was a decrease over the previous year for
birds per class. The introduction of the Beginner / Intermediate Special Variety Awards has
greatly assisted in growing the number of birds per class and the BCV should be
congratulated for this initiative.
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Year Exhibits Clubs Classes Ave Per Class*
2018
1108
18
28
39.6
2017
1175
21
27
43.5
2016
1050
20
26
40.4
2015
992
19
26
38.2
2014
912
19
26
35.1
2013
1062
19
26
40.8
2012
1052
18
26
40.4
2011
1025
19
24
42.7
2010
1058
19
24
44.1
*Excludes Whitecap non-point scoring class

Ave per Club
61.5
56.0
52.5
52.2
48.0
55.9
58.4
53.9
55.7

In looking at the birds on the day it was obvious that there are no guarantees in exhibiting
show budgerigars - particularly getting birds into condition to be at their best for the
Young Bird State Championship. Although a number of birds were not in the best of show
condition with primary tails, spots, flights and many showing pin feathers there were some
birds in magnificent condition and superbly presented - great credit should be given to
the exhibitors who achieved this. Showmanship is a vital aspect of showing budgies and a
number of the winning exhibits enhanced their prospects by being well trained.
Unfortunately some may have finished higher with better ‘manners’.
Some interesting changes in numbers of birds entered for some classes compared to the
2017 Young Bird State Championship. Changes of 20% or more occurred as follows:
Class

2018 Entries

2017 Entries

Grey
Blackeye
Dark Eyed Clear
Clearwing
Fallow
Whitecap

41
23
26
33
24
38

52
32
13
42
33
22

Change
Number
-11
-9
+13
-9
-9
+16

Change %
-21%
-28%
+100%
-21%
-27%
+72%

It was interesting to note that there were 8 classes that increased compared to last year.
There were also 5 classes that had less than 30 birds (Violet, Blackeye, Dark Eyed Clears,
Fallow and Crests) and only 4 classes that had greater than 50 birds (Blue, Opaline, Spangle Normal and Hens) in the class. You can score just as many points for your club or
Exhibitor points by finishing 2nd in Crest as you would by finishing 2nd in Blues and in
some ways it is probably easier to finish 5th in a class of 24 Crests than to finish 5th in a
class of 55 Blues. This is a huge opportunity for Clubs to build up some of the lesser
varieties to gain extra points.
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As the early classes were completed it was clear that the top four clubs from 2017 United, Melton, Eastern and Mountain Districts - were not necessarily going to be the
same as last year. The battle to win the State Championship however was never in doubt
with the top club from 2017 (United) being well in front early and maintaining this lead
throughout the day. This was not the same for 2nd place with a very close contest with the
result coming down to the last couple of classes. Melton were hanging onto 2 nd place but
with a solid effort by the 2017 runner-up leaving a small margin of 24 points eventually
separating 2nd and 3rd place. There were not too many tight finishes in the placings this year
with most positions having sizable gaps to the next placed team. This just goes to show how
tough it is to beat the leading club at the Young Bird State Championship.

In the end United’s strength with 15 classes above 30 points compared to Melton’s 9 classes
and Eastern’s 7 classes proved to be the difference. This led to a win by the solid margin of
124 points with 774 points - some 72 points more than last year. Melton in second place on
650 points were 31 points better than last year’s result. Eastern dropped from 2 nd to 3rd in
finish with 626 points down 70 points from last year. So much to look forward to in future
Shows and it is great to see clubs improving and making the State Championship more
exciting. The question is whether anyone can challenge United in next year’s Young Bird
State Championship?
It is good to see such a strong competition, not only in top three placings, but also in a
number of lower places. Even-though the competition for placings was not tight, many
clubs rose and fell compared to last year. It is equally good to see that Country clubs can
challenge the ‘big metro clubs’ in aiming for the big prize. To all those clubs striving to
improve your results at the State Championship - keep up the good work, it is obviously
starting to take effect.
With so many changes to the club rankings and dramatic improvements 7 clubs from last
year’s top 10 clubs changed positions or points - they are as follows;
Club
United
Melton
Eastern Districts
Baw Baw
Mountain Districts
Riverina
Dandenong
Geelong
Colac
Western Suburbs

2018
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Position / Rank
2017
Change
1
0
3
+1
2
-1
6
+2
4
-1
9
+3
7
0
8
0
12
+3
5
-5

2018
774
650
626
545
467
428
409
358
314
307

Total Points
2017
Change
702
+72
619
+31
696
-70
453
+92
533
-67
257
+171
392
+17
375
-17
185
+129
457
-150

One pleasing aspect of the club results was that the lower ranked clubs improved on their
points accumulated which means that more varieties and members are showing. The only
significant changes to last year’s Young Bird State Championship club placings from
outside the top 10 were;
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•
•
•

Bendigo which lost 97 points to drop 3 positions from 10th to 13th
Horsham which was up 43 points to gain 6 places from 20 th to 14th
Gippsland which lost 94 points to drop 4 places from 14 th to 18th

As can be seen from the following table, any club that can fill all classes and consistently
score higher than 10 points in each class would be well on the way to winning the State
Championship. It’ about minimizing the number of classes with zero points - easier said
than done! United was extremely consistent with some very strong classes, only a few
classes with less than 10 points and extremely limited classes with no score at all. There
needs to be multiple breeders from each club with multiple varieties to ensure all classes
are covered and some clubs have very strong classes at the top end but fall away with the
inability to fill all classes with quality bird.
Place
Club
Classes
Classes <=10
Classes = 0 points
30+ Pts
Pts *
1st
United
15
0
1
2nd
Melton
9
3
0
3rd
Eastern Districts
7
2
1
4th
Baw Baw
7
5
1
5th
Mountain Disticts
4
7
2
.
*Excluding zero scoring classes
Congratulations to all class winners - although it helps to be a Champion exhibitor there
were a number of winners who were not in the Champion status who managed to win a
class. It is great to see some fresh faces and congratulations to the first time Class winners
amongst the list this year. No less than 9 exhibitors won multiple classes at this year’s
Young Bird State Championship.
Extra special mention to those who managed to win multiple classes:
4 classes
- J Leong (Lutino,Opaline AOSV,Spangle AOSV & Dominant Pied)
2 classes
- Sheppard & Flanagan (Green & Crest)
2 classes
M Paoli (Grey & Greywing)
2 classes
A Rowe (Albino & Clearbody)
2 classes
A Fonti (Dark Eyed Clear & Recessive Pied)
2 classes
L Richardson (Spangle Double Factor & Hen)
2 classes
P Thurn (Opaline & Fallow)
2 classes
R Slade (Blackeyed & Lacewing)
2 classes
V Murray (Dilute & Whitecap Exhibition Class)
The Best Bird in Show went to the Grey Class Winner exhibited by Martin Paoli with the
Reserve Bird in Show going to the Dominant Pied class winner exhibited by J Leong.
The major award trophies for the State Championship were once again supplied by
Kingston Trophies to support the BCV. Please support Kingston Trophies to show
appreciation of what they are doing for the fancy in Victoria.
Rod Turnbull
BCV State Championship Secretary
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The Road to the Nationals
with Jeffrey Leong

The rise to the top of the winner’s circle for
Jeffrey has been meteoric by comparison
to many others, and begs the question that
many ask: What’s his “formula”?
Well Jeffrey has kindly opened up to an in
depth, conversation about himself, his breeding
and husbandry program, the enjoyment he gets
out of the hobby and his attendance at the Nationals.
Starting at the beginning.
Jeffrey was born in East Timor, to Chinese parents (his Chinese name is Kong
Cheng). The family immigrated to Australia, arriving in Darwin in 1981, when Jeffrey was 12 years old.
Ever since childhood Jeffrey had pigeons as a hobby. It wasn’t until he went to the
Langwarrin Farmers Market in 2008 that he purchased a pair of Budgies. He very
quickly “Got the Bug” and went to an auction at Geelong where he purchased his
first pair of show quality breeding stock. This was an Alan Rowe and a Trevor
Drew pair.
Being an experienced pigeon breeder, Jeffrey knew that to achieve success in the
hobby he would need to “Learn the Ropes” so he joined Nepean club. He was also
lucky enough to meet John Skoric at that first auction, and John became his mentor for the first year.
Jeffrey was a quick learner. He quickly grasped the concept of the “Modern Features” that the winning breeders are aspiring to put on their birds, and obviously
absorbed knowledge from other exhibitors. Jeffrey joined United club in 2014.
Editors Note: Some beginners seem to take longer to mentally visualize the terms used
such as “directional feather”, “blow”, “push”, “shoulder” which make up this “modern
look”.
Well it worked.

He won his first National with a Lutino in 2009 in Burnie,
Tasmania.
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Then it was with a Cinnamon in 2010 in Rockhampton.

Followed by another Lutino win in 2015 in Mandurah WA.

Tasmania again in 2016 at Hobart with 2 wins. Lutino &
Opaline AOSV

This was followed by an amazing 1st, 2nd &
3rd in the Lutino’s plus Dominant Pied at
Mackay in 2017. (This was the first time
any exhibitor had won 1st, 2nd & 3rd in a
class at the Nationals).

Because of all these wins, Jeffrey became eligible for
and was inducted into “The Hall of Fame” at Mackay.
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When asked what he thinks is his success in breeding the winning birds is, his
answer is very quickly,
“No.1: Selection for pairing”.
He looks for “Big Framed” birds. There is not too much concern with the pedigree,
visual selection being more important followed by the feather direction of the modern bird. He dedicates a long time to this selection process.
Birdroom & Aviary.

Jeffrey’s establishment, in Clayton Sth, where he lives
with his parents, consists of two main flights where the
cocks and hens are mixed together, but the birds are
separated by age.
The flights have external lofts for the birds to go out into
and there are misting fans in the aviaries for summer
cooling.
The stud comprises about 250 –
270 birds.
In the breeding room, there are 36
breeding cages. He pairs up on
the “traditional” Queens birthday
weekend in June.
Because his birdroom is fully insulated he is able to breed
through the summer to about March, and ring about 200 –
250 birds in a season.

Husbandry.
Jeffrey works as a Fitter & Turner, and after work each day he spends about 3
hours in the afternoon, plus weekends. So, it’s 7 days a week in the birdroom for
Jeffrey. This is a huge commitment and shows his passion for his hobby.
The birds get fresh water every day, they only get the standard seed mix in the
aviary, no oats or greens in the aviary, which might surprise some breeders. They
get Probac twice a week. (probiotic).

In the breeding cabinets, they do get oats and greens daily, but again this might
surprise some, no soft food. These breeding pairs also get multi vitamins twice
weekly.
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Varieties.
All of the “Normal-Dominant” varieties are bred in the stud. There are no recessive
or “lesser” varieties.
Breeding program.
Jeffrey will line breed, but no closer than second cousins. He doesn’t introduce
outcrosses very often, the last one being 3 years ago, but Jeffrey has just obtained
22 birds that had been purchased by a friend, from a breeder that was leaving the
hobby. Jeffrey thought these birds had a feature he was looking for.
Satisfaction.
Jeffrey cited a number of features of the hobby that give him a “buzz”.

•

Seeing the results of the time spent pairing up, when that “stormer” comes out
of the nest box.
• The time spent in the birdroom when he is “in his own world” (we all call it
Budgie time).
• Showing and winning. Proof of his hard work.
• The comradery of the club and the friendships he has made in the hobby.
The yearly highlight of attending the Nationals.
2018
The road to this year’s Nationals started with competing against every other member of his club, United. There is always very strong competition to get birds into the
team with Champion exhibitors such as Alan Rowe, Alan Baxter, Ray & German,
Ray Howard and others to beat
But this year, Jeffrey set the bar pretty high,
winning 1st, 2nd & 3rd in 7 classes, 1st & 2nd
in 2 classes and 1st in another giving a total
of 10 wins out of the 29 classes.
He then had 25 birds selected for the team
to represent the club at the State
Championships.
Then it was off to the State Championships,
to compete against every other Victorian exhibitor from the other 20 club teams.
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Out of all that effort Jeffrey placed 1st in four class’s, 2nd
in another three and three 3rds.
His winning Dominant Pied also won Reserve Bird in
Show.
From this he had 10 Birds selected to go to Sydney to
represent Victoria.
Sydney 2018
To give an indication as to how strong the competition is at
the Nationals, out of all of Jeffrey’s Club & State winning
birds that competed this year, he only achieved one 2 nd and
two 3rds.
The Lutino that won the State championship placed 3rd at
the Nationals.
When I asked him how he felt after his expectations being
so high, his answer was, “To go home and breed
better ones”. So, look out Brisbane 2019.
The Nationals.
As Jeffrey said before, “It all starts with the pairing up”, then getting the “Stormer” out
of the box, but it’s a long road to the winner’s circle.
In the competitive side of the hobby, showing is the hard work that just keeps on
keeping on: getting the birds into healthy show condition and through the moult with
all their feathers, show cage training, preparation, and then, firstly winning at Club
level to make the club team, then State Championships and to make the State team,
and finally to beat the other 20 birds at the Nationals.

But as Jeffrey keeps saying, the comradery of the Nationals and the friendships
made at this event is fantastic. It’s not just all about winning.

For anyone in the hobby, that has
never been to a National, Jeffrey
highly recommends, not only seeing
the best birds in the country, but
mixing with likeminded people who have
a common interest, socialising over the
3 day event, the friendly rivalry
between the states, and like a lot
of breeders, a chance to have a holiday
in a different state each year.
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Jeffrey has been to every Nationals since he started showing in the hobby in 2009.
Two days of watching the judging of the twenty six varieties by the nationally accredited
judges, the excitement of seeing your own
bird placing, congratulating your friends and
team mates on their placings, counting the
team scores as the competition progresses,
and the friendly interstate rivalry, then looking
at the winning birds as judged to compare
your own birds.

Then there is the auction of quality birds to add a bit of excitement. This all makes for a really full “Budgie” weekend.
There is also the social aspect, where breeders from all
over Australia meet once a year and form friendships
There is usually a “Meet & Greet” function on Friday night, a
casual social night Saturday
and then the big “Awards Dinner” on Sunday night. This is
where the National winning state is presented with the
Shield, (Victoria this year) individual class winning exhibitors are presented with their “Logie”. A great night enjoyed
immensely by all, to finish off the weekend.
This year Jeffrey was awarded his “Hall of Fame”
plaque, for his 2017 achievement.
One of the best books written about this hobby was
by Gerald Binks and is aptly called “The
Challenge”. Jeffrey has taken on the challenge to
breed national championship budgies, successfully,
and no doubt we will see his name in the winner’s
circle again soon.
It has been interesting following Jeffrey through this
journey, talking about each stage as we went, and no
doubt a similar journey to many other experienced
exhibitors, but Jeffrey seems to have achieved success
a bit quicker than most. From our discussions
and observations, I think that hard work and
commitment have been a big part of this. I hope that we
have found the “Formula” along the road. Jeffrey is looking
forward to seeing you all in Brisbane in 2019 on your,
“Road to the Nationals”.
Article Contributed by Vic Murray
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Colac
Budgerigar Club
UBC Show
Saturday, 17th NOVEMBER, 2018
Colac Youth Club
Hearn Street, Colac
Judges — TBA
Show Enquiries to - Ray Slade 0429 540 067
Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 15th & 16th November 7.00pm—9.00pm
Email: jayne.ray@bigpond.com (Preferred Method) on the BCV entry
form. or Phone:– 0429 540 067

Baw Baw Budgerigar
Club
Inaugural Annual Show
Sunday, 18th NOVEMBER, 2018
Location: Warragul Exhibition Hall
15 Howitt St, Warragul VIC

Judges — James Bader, Rod Turnbull & David Herbert
Show Enquiries to - Darren Macfarlane 0418 507 379

Entries $1 Per Bird (Max $10 Charge)
Entries 17th November 7.00pm—9.00pm
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A & C. Druery – NSW.
Best Light Green
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Troy Holmes – S.A.
Best Grey Green
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

S.& T. Grech – VIC.
Best Sky Blue
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

A. Jaeschke – WA.
Best Sky Blue
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Jupp & Scheerer – NSW.
Best Grey
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

T. Gleeson – NSW.
Best English Yellow Face
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

T. Davis – NSW
Best Australian Yellow Face
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

W. Cussack – NSW
Best Blackeye Self
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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C.&B. Gearing – WA
Best Dilute
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

K. Pullen – VIC
Best Lutino
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Demarti & Scott – WA
Best Albino
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Tony Butt – NSW
Best DEC
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Tevelein Family – VIC
Best Clearwing
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Myles Henke – NSW
Best Greywing
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Myles Henke – NSW
Best Cinnamon
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Paul Bayliss – NSW
Best Double Factor Spangle
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Peter Thurn – VIC
Best Opaline
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Sheppard & Flanagan – VIC

J&W Weidenhofer – SA
Best Clearbody
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

K&D Mitchell – NSW
Best Lacewing
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Best Opaline AOSV
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Norm Wheatly – WA

Paul Bayliss – NSW

Best Fallow
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Best Spangle Normal Wing
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Rowe Bros – VIC
Best Spangle AOSV
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Brett Martin – VIC
Best Dominant Pied
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Alan Rowe – VIC
Best Recessive Pied
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Sheppard & Flanagan – VIC

Best Crest
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW

Mark Hawke – NSW
Best Hen
ANBC Show 2018
Penrith NSW
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Steve Cummins Presenting Col
Flanagan the National Shield after
Victoria wins the 2018 ANBC Show

BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF VICTORIA INC.
LIFE MEMBERS
Mr. A. Baxter, Mrs. M. Bridgeman, Mr. E. Carter, Mrs. L. Church, Mr. B. Cunningham, Mr. L. Downey,
Mr. C. Flanagan, Mr. H. Gulovsen, Mr. I. Hunter, Mr. G. Jones, Mr. L. King, Mr. B. O’Connell, Mrs. A. Panter,
Mr. B. Panter, Mr. A. Rowe, Mr. B. Sheppard, Mr. R. Skivington, Mr B. Wilson, Mr P. Hoadley, Mr M. Bridgeman

ROLL OF HONOUR

Mrs. A. Bassett (dec), Mr. D. Bassett (dec), Mr. B. Bates (dec), Mr. K Bridgeman (dec), Mr. A. Bugg (dec),
Mr. G. Campbell (dec), Mr. H. Eady (dec), Mr. G. Farrar (dec), Mr. F. Gardner (dec), Mr. B. Grinlington (dec),
Mrs. S. Harrison (dec), Mr. H. Heath (dec), Mr. R. Loats (dec), Mr. G. Manallack (dec), Mr. A. Marshall (dec),
Mr. T. Munday (dec), Mr. E. Raven (dec), Mrs. E. Russell (dec), Mr. H. Setford (dec), Mr. L. Sitlington (dec),
Mr. E. Stafford (dec), Mr. B. Tucker (dec), Mr. L. Vines (dec), Mr. J. Watts (dec), Mrs. Z. Watts (dec),
Mr. T. Wilson (dec), Mr. M. Whittaker (dec), Mr. A. Yeatman (dec)
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Martin Paoli’s Winning Normal Grey at
the
Dandenong Club
Championship Show!!

The Rowe Brothers
benched this lovely
Spangle Double Factor
Hen to get Opposite Sex
at the Dandenong Club
Championship Show
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The Winning Bird at
the Geelong Club
Championship Show
and a worthy Winner of
the Diploma Certificate
- Normal Grey bred by
Martin Paoli

The Opposite Sex in
Show - a lovely
modern faced
Cinnamon hen bred by
Ray Slade
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The Beginner Breeders who achieved
Best of Variety for
Beginner Birds in the Classes at the
Young Bird State Championship Show
in May - Well Done to You All!

The Intermediate Breeders who
achieved Best of Variety for
Intermediate Birds in the Classes at the
Young Bird State Championship Show
in May - Well Done to You All!
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Report on 2018 ANBC National Championship Show
Thanks to all in attendance for their patience during the selection of the Victorian team for
the National Championship show and congratulations to the exhibitors who managed to
have a bird selected to represent Victoria against the best in the country. There were many
new faces being represented at the Penrith ANBC National show hosted by the Budgerigar
Society of New South Wales and hopefully this is the first of many such successes. This
shows that we are spreading the quality birds between more exhibitors which can only be
good for the fancy. It is great to see the unbridled joy when a member gets their first bird
in the Victorian team and consequently one person’s joy turns into another person’s
motivation to achieve the same feat in the future!!
It is great to see our friends from Western Australia back in attendance at this year’s
National. We need to ensure that we do everything we can to promote the National as a
true ‘National’ competition and put plans in place to ensure all zones are in attendance
each and every year.
The venue at the Penrith Panthers Exhibition Centre was well positioned within an easy
walk to our accommodation. A number of eating establishments were within the complex
and that made it easy for exhibitors to stay local.
Bruce Wilson is the Victorian Team Leader of the Carer’s and ultimately is responsible for
the Victorian birds. He was ably assisted by Phil Hoadley, James Bader and this year’s
apprentice, Greg Rowe. The procedure whereby all birds selected for the
Victorian team were delivered directly to the holding aviary from the Shield venue again
worked extremely well and also allowed the team to be displayed to all in attendance
before removal.
Continuing the success of recent ANBC National judging arrangements we now have birds
judged Saturday morning and Saturday afternoon plus Sunday morning. With 9 classes
judged in each session it was a good balance across the weekend.
Some details of the results from the National are following and the news was good from a
Victorian point of view. Victoria managed to wrestle back the National title from New
South Wales and regain the top perch with South Queensland in third place. Victoria on
622 points comfortably winning the title by 42 points from New South Wales on 580
points with South Queensland in 3rd place on 403 points. New South Wales won 12 classes
(2017 = 11), Victoria won 9 classes (2017 = 6), Western Australia won 4 classes (2017 =
0) and South Australia won 2 classes (2016 = 1) whilst South Queensland (2017 = 6),
Queensland North & Central (2017 = 1) and Tasmania (2017 = 1) all failed to win a class.
There were 2 classes where a zone finished 1st, 2nd and 3rd being Cinnamon (New South
Wales) and Hens (New South Wales). There were 5 classes that had one zone finishing 1 st
and 2nd but it was not just the main two zones that appeared. Victoria finished 1 st and 2nd in
the Opaline AOSV, Recessive Pied and Crested classes. NSW finished 1 st and 2nd in the
Golden Faced, Yellow Faced, Greywing and Spangle Double Factor classes. WA finished
1st and 2nd in the Dilute class. Last year Victoria and New South Wales won a combined 18
classes or 67% of the 27 classes decided and this year it was 21 classes or 78% of the 27
classes decided.
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With 3 birds being benched by all zones now the norm and the addition of the extra
classes there were a total of 27 classes spread over 3 sessions. With three birds per zone
and most classes being complete it made for a great spectacle with 21 birds in each class
for the judges to work through.
The first session on Day 1 did not began well for VIC and although there was a tight contest for the first three classes come the Golden Faced class VIC had stumbled and
struggled to keep up as NSW held a 10 point lead. NSW was in the lead with 100 points
and VIC was clearly in 2nd place on 90 points. SQ was in 3rd place on 53 points but only 1
point ahead of QN&C on 52 points. The next 3 classes where neck and neck between
NSW and VIC but the lead widened after NSW clearly won the Cinnamon class to open up
a handy 16 point lead with one class remaining. Thankfully VIC had a very strong Opaline
class coming 1st and 3rd to peg the margin back to 9 points at the end of the day. NSW led
after the Day 1 Morning Session on 199 points with VIC in 2 nd place on 192 points and SQ
in 3rd place on 138 points.
After a strong start to the day QN&C struggled in the latter classes to drop from 3 rd place
half way into the day to 5th place as SA finished the day strongly to finish in 4 th place.
NSW won 4 classes for the morning session on Day 1. VIC were successful in 3 classes
and WA won 2 classes. For Victoria to finish so close, it showed that it was not about the
best bird in the class for a zone but the 2nd point scoring bird that was important.
The second session on Day 1 started out by slipping 10 points behind NSW after the first
class but hit back hard and had a 5 point lead after the first 2 classes. It was a tight contest
and after 3 classes it was back to a single point with VIC in front and after the 6 th class for
the day the lead had opened up to 8 points for VIC. The last class was the Opaline AOSV
and VIC had a good class with 2nd and 3rd versus 5th and 6th for NSW. This meant that VIC
had bridged the gap to NSW and led by a solitary point after Day1. SQ was a further 134
points behind in 3rd place.
This meant that after 2 of the 3 sessions of judging VIC were on 397 points and ahead of
NSW by 1 point on 396 points with SQ 3 rd on 262 points. Place-getters on Day 1 afternoon
session did not reflect the scoring with NSW having 10 place-getters compared to VIC
with 9 place-getters for the session.

Day 2 was to be the decider and VIC started strongly and had opened up a 10 point lead
after 4 classes. So with 5 classes remaining it was going to be a mighty effort for NSW to
retain the Shield. VIC smashed the next 4 classes leading the scoring in all 4 and
outscoring NSW across these 4 classes by 36 points. This left VIC with an unassailable
lead coming into the final class (Hens). Although NSW won the last class of the day it was
only by 4 points. VIC cantered to victory running away and winning by a convincing margin of 42 points. Final scores being Victoria 622, NSW 580 & SQ in 3 rd place on 403
points. VIC led the scoring in 6 classes while NSW led the scoring in 2 classes and the
remaining class was shared between NSW/VIC.
The end results was that Victoria had regained the Shield with a strong weekend that had
VIC & NSW dominating the competition. VIC having 30 placings out of 27 classes, NSW
having one more with 31 placings out of 27 classes, SA & WA had 6 placings out of 27
classes, SQ & TAS had 4 placings out of 27 classes and QN&C having 3 placings out of
27 classes. NSW had a massive 12 class wins - one more than last year.
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VIC had 9 class wins. WA was the surprise with 4 class wins and SA had 2 class wins.
With class wins and placings both being won by New South Wales it was the stronger VIC
all around team that held sway with the 2nd bird often finishing just outside the placings
and scoring good points.
Of the 27 point scoring classes VIC led the point scoring in 11 classes, NSW led the
scoring in 9 classes, WA led the scoring in 3 classes and SA led the scoring in 1 class. The
remaining 3 classes were ties between NSW/VIC in 2 classes and NSW/TAS in one class.

VIC can be satisfied with their performance at the 2018 National Show compared to 2017
for a number of reasons;
1.
9 individual class winners compared to 7 in 2017
2.
30 placings (ie.1st, 2nd or 3rd) compared to 16 in 2017
3.
7 classes without a bird in the top 3 placings compared to 14 classes in 2017
4.
209 more points scored compared to 2017.
Congratulations to the following winning VIC team members: • S & T Grech (Blue)
• K Pullen (Lutino)
• Tevelein Family (Clearwing)
• P Thurn (Opaline)
• Sheppard & Flanagan (Opaline AOSV and Crested)
• Spangle AOSV (Rowe Brothers)
• Dominant Pied (B Martin)
• Recessive Pied (A Rowe)
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Interestingly VIC only won 4 classes the same as last year - Lutino, Opaline AOSV,
Dominant Pied & Crest. Lutino continues to be a very successful class for Victoria with
another win making it 5 in a row and Crest is now 4 wins in a row.
The final points tally:
1st Victoria (622)
2nd New South Wales (580)
3rd South Queensland (403)
4th South Australia (363)
5th North & Central Queensland (297)
6th Western Australia (291)
7th Tasmania (274)
Points are higher this year due to WA not attending last year and the total points being
increased (ie. 14 places versus 12 places gaining points).
It will be interesting to see if NSW can knock VIC off the ‘top perch’ in Brisbane next
year - or will VIC hold on to the coveted Shield!
Rod Turnbull
BCV State Championship Show Secretary

A Large Crowd gathers for the
Auction of Quality Birds at the
ANBC Show in Penrith, 2018

The BCV would like to acknowledge that Photos have been supplied
by Martin Paoli and Rod Turnbull for this copy of Budgie News
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A Copy of a Post from Facebook Made by Troy Holmes Winner of the Grey Green Class at the ANBC Show
So yesterday, I was fortunate enough to win the Grey Gréen class at the Australian Titles
for Budgerigars, being held in Penrith, NSW. My first ever Logie win, but what made it so
much more special is the story behind this bird. At 15 days old, his parents decided to start
laying again, and became very aggressive towards this Grey Gréen, and his sister, a double
factor spangle. The decision was made for us that he needed to be hand raised.
Unfortunately, his sister didn’t make it but with some hard work and perseverance this
chick was hand raised by my youngest son Thomas (9). “Christian”, as he became known,
was constantly seen driving around the house in a Ghostbusters car. He’s completely hand
tame and learned in early days to talk. I don’t think there are too many National Winners
who are hand raised and can talk - he may well be a first!
When Tommy learned that Christian had won yesterday he boarded a plane this morning
bound for Sydney to come and collect his prize. One very excited 9 year old en route.
What a fantastic hobby this is....
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Col Flanagan Presenting Alan
Baxter the Frank Gardner Shield
after United won the 2018 Young
Bird State Championship Show

Alan Rowe saying a few words after
being congratulated on his
retirement from Judging.
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Senior Judges Panel
J. Bader
(ANBC)
9336 1601

A. Baxter
(ANBC)
9438 3589

H. Chasemore
(03) 5821 6226

C. Flanagan
0418 391 981

S. Grech
8746 2902

P. Hoadley
8786 5358

I. Hunter
9746 9937

G. Jones
5221 3097

J. Kruisselbrink
0417 051 268

B. Martin
(02) 6043 2773

C. Mifsud
0422 026 635

S. Mow
(ANBC)
(03) 5439 3080

J. Orlandi
0438 352 886

M. Paoli
(03) 5628 4199

K. Pullen
(03) 5865 5487

M. Randall
(03) 5883 9258

G. Rowe
(03) 5156 9417

J. Rowe
(03) 5622 0990

A. Ryder
9728 6106

B. Sheppard
9762 5129

J. Skoric
(ANBC)

R. Stephens
(03) 5258 3398

P. Thurn
(ANBC)
(03) 5367 4815

R. Turnbull
(ANBC)
0417 549 621

M. Turner
9747 8481

jamesb@harrishmc.com.au

hoaden@bigpond.com

charlesmmifsud@bigpond.com

a.baxter.jaysar@hotmail.com

hmdlchasemore@bigpond.com

architects@gip.com.au

emjeff@mcmedia.com.au

neerimview@bigpond.com

J.kruiss@me.com

budgieboypaoli@gmail.com

steve@builtinrobes.com

kj.aepullen@gmail.com

Imow@bigpond.net.au

murrabahangus@live.com.au

jskoric@activedisplay.com.au

browe001@bigpond.com

spotonrex01@bigpond.com

johnr@dcsi.net.au

pthurn@genaust.com.au

alanryder@bigpond.com

admin@eastdist.com

turner7@bigpond.com

rjturnbull4@bigpond.com

Any Correspondence for Judges & Standards can be directed to:
Honorary Secretary Judges & Standards - Bruce Wilson
Email: b_wilson@bigpond.net.au Phone: 03 9702 8070

B. Wilson
9702 8070

b_wilson@bigpond.net.au

Aspiring (A) /Probationary (P) Judges Panel
D. Herbert (A)
0448 345 505

davidh@basketballgeelong.com.au

G. Mannix (P)
0418 791 291

gmannix@powercor.com.au

R. Randall (P)
(03) 5883 9258

randall6@hotmail.com

D. Ray (A)
0407 682 786

derrinray@yahoo.com.au

J. Smith (P)
(03) 5996 2463

budgeman77@hotmail.com

Dr. Matthew Gosbell BVSV,
MACVSc (Avian Health)
Springvale Animal Hospital
570 Sprinvale Road
Springvale South, 3172
Phone (03) 9546 5022

Dr. Stacey Gelis
BVSc. MRCVs
Melbourne Bird Veterinary
Clinic
1 George Street
Scoresby, 3179
Phone (03) 9764 9000

Dr. Roger Carmondy
Moama Veterinary Clinic
1 Meninyah Street
Moama, New South Wales,
2731 Phone (03) 5480 6071

Dr. Pat McWhirter, BVSc.
FACVSc (Avian Health)
128 Highbury Road
Burwood, 3125
Phone (03) 9808 9011

Dr. Cameron Wood, BVSc.
MACVSc
169 Dawson Street
Brunswick West, 3055
Phone (03) 9387 6166

Dr Phil Sacks. BSc
BVSc MACVs
128 Highbury Road,
Burwood 3125
Phone (03) 9808.9011
www.birdclinic.net
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141 Woodlands Drive
BRAESIDE Vic. 3195
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